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B4B for Infor FMS SunSystems

B4B for Infor FMS SunSystems provides a link between the payables module within  
Infor FMS SunSystems and your bank for Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) software or internet banking.   
It is not a BACSTEL IP interface.

Automate and streamline your accounts payables rather than re-keying transactions that already  
exist in Infor FMS SunSystems.

B4B is an easy to use, sophisticated payment management tool catering for global banking  
requirements including the complexities associated with international EFT.

B4B for Infor FMS SunSystems

 Instant integration to Infor FMS SunSystems. Automatic synchronisation  
 of data. 

 Fast implementation. 

 Less expensive and quicker than paying by cheque or making manual  
 payments. One CHAPS payment can cost up to £30. Also SWIFT  
 (international) payments can cost up to £25 per transaction. 

 Can handle CHAPS, BACS and the new Faster Payments Service.   
 Less errors and time and resource efficient.

Quick ROI

 Quick to implement and once configured provides a simple and logical workflow to transfer payments   
 from Infor FMS SunSystems to your bank in minutes.  

 Customised screens present you with data entry and validation that conforms to the specific requirements  
 of the local banking system. 

 Eliminate manual processes. Process EFT payments and produce electronic payment advices to be auto  
 matically emailed. One touch to create files and notify beneficiaries.

Easy to Use

 Over 130 bank formats already available globally more than any of our   
 competitors. 

 Bank detail screens that are meaningful for the country and bank that you  
 use. Particularly useful for international payments where bank details are  
 more complex. 

 Allows multi-national organisations to set up a global payments operation  
 from a single source. 

Local and international payment formats

 Encryption of all sensitive information held within B4B.  No need for costly swipe cards or “black boxes”.  
 Encryption is at the SQL/Oracle level.  
 Includes account details and payment information.   
 Password control.  
 Ability to set permission layers to allow tight control of access meaning that users only see the business   
 units and formats that they need to. 
 Permissions allow division of duties by having separate user groups processing payments and maintaining  
 bank details.

Security

 Compliant with Faster Payment Scheme. 

 SEPA Compliant

Compliance

 Completing the security envelope, Audit Control tracks all changes to  
 key system data and provides parameter driven audit reports.  
 The system audit also includes password control to set password  
 complexities and rules. 

 All data is encrypted and archived for future reference providing an  
 audit trail of all transactions processed and the facility to reproduce  
 a payment run from history. 

Audit Control

 Validation of bank details means less rejections. Errors are detected before sending to the bank  
 Approval Control can be applied at a system and/or Business Unit level. When activated, Approval  
 Control will enforce an authorisation stage for any changes to the bank details held within a Business Unit. 

 Authorisation is required for creation of new bank details, amendments to existing details or deletion of  
 existing details. Email notification can be applied to ensure the approvers and users are informed of  
 pending approvals, authorised changes and / or rejections.   

Not just a formatting tool. Flexible management of payments applied at  
system and beneficiary level.
 

 Maintain and pay to multiple bank accounts for the same beneficiary.  
 Accumulate payments inclusive of Credit Notes or pay at invoice level.  
 Payment thresholds and transaction limits for credit control 

 Miscellaneous payments from sundry accounts

 Due Date control to instruct when payments are to be processed

Payment Management

Contact Professional Advantage for more information  
ukinfo@profad.co.uk or +44 (0) 1730 817 911 www.profad.co.uk
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